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Abstract  

 

We live in a world full of aerosols and witness their existence constantly. Changes in 

visibility, road dust and pollen filling the air in the spring time and even dosing some 

medicines are all related to aerosols. The most important aspect for this thesis is however, 

the formation of aerosol precursor molecules and clusters and their possible effects on 

aerosol properties. Different types of aerosols e. g. organic and inorganic, ice and pollen, 

biogenic and anthropogenic, when acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), can change 

the optical properties of clouds and thus have different climate effects via changes in 

precipitation or cloud cover. Also the mechanism how the small cloud seeds are formed can 

have a major effect on the cloud properties. Clouds reflect and scatter radiation cooling the 

atmosphere but to this day aerosol effects still form the largest uncertainty in estimates of 

the climate of the future.    

 

Low-volatility compounds in the ambient air are the most important components in both 

aerosol formation and their growth to sizes that can affect cloud properties such as their 

reflectivity. The vapours in the atmosphere form around half of the first precursors of aerosol 

particles via nucleation, still molecular in size. The rest is released directly into the air e.g. 

by the traffic or from the oceans as sea salt. Neutral molecular size precursor substituents 

are difficult to detect because they lack electric charge and their concentrations rarely exceed 

the detection limits of the used measurement instruments. This is one of the reasons why the 

first steps of nucleation process are still partly unsolved after decades of research. 

 

This thesis concentrates first in development of selective methods and ultrasensitive 

instrumentation for the detection of acidic aerosol precursor molecules and clusters. These 

compounds include sulphuric acid, which is known to be highly important precursor for new 

particle formation. This thesis presents the first ambient measurements with the new 

instrumentation and even though sulphuric acid was detected in relative high concentrations 

during a particle formation event, no ambient cluster formation was yet observed. The same 

instrumentation was further used in an ultraclean chamber experiment were sulphuric acid 

and dimethyl amine formed growing clusters and they were detected from the smallest 

clusters all the way up to ~2 nm size. These compounds are likely to dominate the new 

particle formation with low-volatility organic compounds. 

 

Tens of thousands of volatile organic compounds (VOC) are emitted in the atmosphere by 

terrestrial vegetation, marine environments and anthropogenic sources, making the search 

for the meaningful compounds for new particle formation extremely difficult. In this thesis 

a new group of extremely low-volatility organic compounds (ELVOC) from terpene 

oxidation are introduced. They form a large source of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) and 

might help explaining the former big gap between the measured and the modelled SOA 

loads in the atmosphere. Formation of these compounds from RO2 radicals via rapid 

autoxidation process to stable molecules is also studied in details in laboratory experiments. 

This thesis also utilizes a global modelling framework, where the measurement results are 

applied. According to this thesis, ELVOC in particular are in crucial role when estimating 

SOA and CCN formation in the air. All together this thesis is a comprehensive study of both 

organic and inorganic low-volatility precursor molecules and clusters in the atmosphere, 

from their origin, formation mechanisms, and measurement techniques to their possible 

effects on climate now and in the future.  

 

Keywords: mass spectrometry, clusters, sulphuric acid, dimethyl amine, ELVOC, new 

particle formation, secondary organic aerosol, field measurements, RO2 radical chemistry, 

oxidation.  
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1. Introduction 

Liquid or solid particles suspended in air are by definition called aerosols. The air 

surrounding us is thus an aerosol and it contains thousands of different chemical 

components, both liquid and solid, from various origins. Concentrations of these 

particles vary from up to a million particles per cc in polluted cities to the clean air 

of Antarctica where measured concentrations rarely exceed a few hundred particles 

(Kyrö et al. 2013). Aerosol particles cause changes in visibility, health problems 

when inhaled and they are estimated to be involved in half a million deaths globally 

(Saikawa et al., 2009). For example in polluted cities in China, dramatic increase of 

air pollution events has led to large enhancement in the incidence of lung cancer (Tie 

et al., 2009). In the changing and warming planet we live in, climate change is one 

of the existential 21st century issues and it is possible that by the end of the century 

Earth will be several degrees warmer than at the beginning (IPCC report). This is 

largely due to the massive increase in greenhouse gas emissions, such as CO2 and 

methane, which affect the Earth’s energy balance creating a positive forcing by 

absorbing more incoming energy. On the other hand, aerosols are suggested to have 

a net cooling effect (negative forcing) but the processes forming aerosols and their 

effect on cloud properties and thus their effect in the Earth’s energy balance are 

highly uncertain (Haywood et al., 2005, Paasonen et al. 2013). Due to the lack of 

understanding in aerosol formation and properties, aerosols still remain the biggest 

contributor to the uncertainty of the radiative forcing by aerosol-cloud interactions 

reported by the International Panel of Climate Change (IPCC 2013).  

Aerosol research is often reporting the number concentration of aerosol particles as 

well as different distributions such as mass, volume, number or surface size 

distributions. Today more and more efforts are put into recovering the chemical 

composition of the precursor vapours and molecules of aerosol particles (You et al., 

2014, Taipale et al., 2014, Kulmala et al., 2013). These precursors are formed when 

low volatility vapours start condensing and forming clusters. This phenomenon is 

called gas-to-particle conversion (Kulmala et al., 2014). When a freshly formed sub-

nanometer sized aerosol particle further grows by condensation of precursor vapours 

to a ~50-100 nm particle, it can already act as a cloud condensation nucleus (CCN). 

How and from which chemical components the CCN are formed and how they grow 

to meaningful sizes will finally influence the optical properties of clouds such as the 

cloud albedo effect (Lohmann et al. 2005). This thesis concentrates in studying the 

smallest precursor molecules and clusters, and their chemical compositions, 

concentrations and other properties to shed light into some these subjects mentioned 

before. 

The particles that float in the air can be primary or secondary particles, in other 

words they can be emitted or released directly from the source into the air or they 

can be formed in the atmosphere. The most common primary aerosol particles are 

anthropogenic combustion products, sea salt, dust, sand and pollen. Secondary 
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particles are formed from the vapours in the atmosphere and it has been estimated 

that up to 50 % of the particles can be formed via new particle formation (NPF) or 

as loosely referred as nucleation (Merikanto et al. 2009). NPF is a frequent 

phenomenon and it is observed ~30 % of the days in the boreal forest region in 

Hyytiälä, Southern Finland (Dal Maso et al., 2005, Nieminen et al., 2014) and often 

reported also in coastal areas of Ireland (O’Dowd et al. 2002a) and also in more 

polluted environments such as big cities in the USA (McMurry et al. 2005). The 

most prominent precursors of new particles are inorganic species such as SO2, NOx 

and NH3. In the other hand, organic mass fraction of aerosol particles is observed to 

be significant or even dominant in some locations (Jimenez et al., 2009, Riipinen et 

al., 2012). Thus, both inorganic and organic species have important role in NPF 

(Kulmala et al., 1998, Metzger et al., 2009, Sipilä et al., 2010, Schobesberger et al., 

2013).  

Nucleation is suggested to follow ion assisted or neutral pathways (Lovejoy et al., 

2004, Gagné et al., 2010). Recent studies find neutral pathway dominant in the 

boundary layer in the boreal forest region (Manninen et al., 2010, Kulmala et al., 

2007). Compounds involved in ion induced nucleation can nowadays be studied 

using the latest mass spectrometric methods developed for ion detection (Junninen 

et al., 2010, Ehn et al., 2012), and ions are found to increase nucleation rates by two 

to ten-fold in laboratory experiments but it’s suggested to be negligible in boundary 

layer condition (Kirkby et al., 2011). Instead of investigating ion species in the air, 

objectives of this thesis are in understanding the neutral nucleation pathway and the 

chemical composition of molecules and growing clusters involved. The reason for 

poor understanding of neutral nucleation pathway is mainly due to technological 

limitations as the detection of freshly formed neutral clusters is extremely 

challenging. Even though instruments capable of counting the number 

concentrations of newly formed sub-3 nm particles have been developed (Sipilä et 

al. 2008, Iida et al. 2009, Vanhanen et al., 2011, Wimmer et al., 2013), resolving the 

chemical nature of these newly formed clusters often require high resolution mass 

spectrometric techniques (see chapter 2 for methods). 

The observed NPF in coastal or marine regions with strong tidal movements is often 

related to the presence of halogens (O’Dowd et al. 2002a). Most commonly iodic 

species such as iodine oxide and organic iodine compounds are suggested to 

contribute to NPF in coastal environments (Alicke et al., 1999, Hoffmann et al., 

2001). Hotspots for iodide containing emissions are reported from Mace Head in 

Ireland (O’Dowd et al. 2002a), Weddel Sea in Antarctica (Atkinson et al. 2012) and 

west coast of Europe (McFiggans et al. 2010).  According to several field studies the 

initial step of nucleation in continental areas is strongly connected to the presence 

of sulphuric acid (H2SO4, SA) (e.g. Paasonen et al. 2010, Sipilä et al., 2010, Weber 

et al., 1996). Sulphuric acid is formed in the atmosphere when sulphur dioxide (SO2) 

is oxidised by the OH radical and it has a very prominent diurnal cycle. Thus, new 

particle formation including the growth of newly formed particles is commonly 
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observed during the daytime over continental areas. However, SA does not nucleate 

by itself even at its highest atmospheric concentrations measured (some 107 molec 

cm-3, e.g. in Hyytiälä boreal forest) or in a binary two component system with water 

under regular atmospheric conditions in the lower troposphere. The evaporation of 

water-SA clusters is restricting the cluster growth and thus other stabilizing or low-

volatility compounds are needed to explain the observations in the ambient air 

(Petäjä et al. 2011, Kirkby et al. 2011).  

SA is suggested to form stable clusters with ammonia, amines and highly oxidised 

organics (Kurtén et al., 2008, Riccobono et al., 2014). Concentration of ammonia is 

often an order of magnitude higher than concentrations of the most abundant amines 

but amines as strong bases will bind more likely to SA and thus enhance nucleation 

rates even in sub parts per trillion (ppt) levels (Freshour et al., 2014). Ion clusters 

containing SA and ammonia, SA and dimethyl amine and SA and oxidised organics 

have been detected from both laboratory systems and in ambient air (Kirkby et al 

2011 Ehn et al. 2012, Schobesberger et al. 2013). These compounds present in ionic 

clusters are plausible candidates for stabilizing neutral clusters too and have been 

studied in this thesis (along with several other publications). The difficulties of 

detecting neutral species from the ambient air are i) the charging of molecules and 

clusters where some information is very likely lost, ii) extremely low concentrations 

(often sub-ppt levels) and  iii) tens of thousands of chemical compositions to separate 

and detect. Nevertheless, such measurements still yield significant new information 

on the mechanisms relevant to neutral nucleation.  

New high resolution mass spectrometric methods, especially the time-of-flight 

spectrometers are still rarely used for ambient neutral cluster detection with suitable 

charging mechanisms. These instruments are developed to be highly selective and 

sensitive to low-volatility compounds that are crucial for NPF and subsequent 

aerosol particle growth processes. In places that are clean and relatively free from 

anthropogenic influences, no neutral SA cluster measurements have been reported 

so far. Very few observations related to the molecules involved in neutral NPF 

events, other than molecular sulphuric acid concentration, are still missing when 

these events are reported in the literature. In a more polluted environment near to a 

big city in the USA some studies have reported neutral SA clusters up to SA 

tetramers in ambient air (Zhao et al. 2011, Jiang et al. 2011). For these reasons the 

focus of this thesis is neutral SA cluster measurements both in the laboratory and in 

ambient air and understanding their contribution to NPF. The role of sulphuric acid 

in new particle formation is discussed in detail within chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 

Even though sulphuric acid is probably very important precursor for particle 

formation in the air, NPF is not solely connected to the presence of sulphuric acid 

and its clusters. Several studies show that the CCN production associated with 

atmospheric NPF is connected to the oxidation of biogenic volatile organic 

compounds (BVOC). BVOC are emitted by terrestrial ecosystems all around the 
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planet. The most abundant BVOC are isoprene (C5H8) and monoterpenes (C10H16), 

but the associated oxidation pathways to low-volatility products have remained 

unsolved. Also the emissions patterns of several terpenes, their magnitude and 

variability, are not well understood. In the boreal forest which has only a few 

dominant tree species, complex emission patterns of BVOC are observed with strong 

seasonal cycles. Large differences are also measured between the same tree species 

that dominantly emit monoterpenes but with different chemical structures e.g. some 

emit significantly more myrcene and some emit more α-pinene (Bäck et al. 2012).  

When temperature in the atmosphere increases, also the emission rates of BVOC are 

expected to increase (Guenther et al., 1993). These BVOC will be removed from the 

air by oxidation processes and subsequent uptake onto pre-existing aerosol particles 

or other surfaces. This can further increase the number concentration of particles big 

enough to act as CCN. More CCN means more cloud droplets, denser clouds and 

thus suppression of solar radiation arriving in the atmosphere. The resent studies are 

thus more and more concentrating in detecting and quantifying the composition and 

concentrations of oxidised organics and estimating their contribution in NPF and 

especially in the growth of newly formed nanoparticles. The observations so far are 

scarce and most of the quantitative impacts are relaying in climate models. However, 

very recently a few studies have suggested that α-pinene oxidation products directly 

influence nucleation rates and not only participate in particle growth (Riccobono et 

al., 2012; Kulmala et al., 2013). The new mass spectrometric instrumentation, 

suitable for low-volatility gas phase compounds such as SA, is also able to detect 

low-volatility organic compounds very effectively (Ehn et al., 2012, Schobesberger 

et al., 2013).  

BVOC and other volatile organic compounds are oxidised in the atmosphere by 

several oxidants. The most important oxidants include OH and NO3 radicals and 

ozone. Very recently also the oxidative force of the stabilised Criegee radicals (sCI) 

is been discussed widely (Mauldin et al. 2012, Berndt et al. 2012, Sipilä et al., 2014). 

The most important daytime oxidant is the OH radical but all the OH radical 

reactivity (inverse of OH lifetime) cannot be explained by all the observed VOC or 

inorganic compounds (Di Carlo et al., 2004). This indicates that there must exist 

groups of compounds yet to be identified. It has been suggested that highly reactive 

biogenic precursors could explain a part of the missing reactivity. Nevertheless, 

there is still a big discrepancy between the measured and modelled secondary 

organic aerosol (SOA) burden from known precursor BVOC (Hallquist et al., 2009, 

Kroll and Seinfield 2008) indicating that there must be some unidentified reactivity 

of organic compounds in the air that are capable of producing SOA. In order to 

explain the atmospheric observations, large-scale model simulations demonstrate a 

need for a mechanism by which atmospheric BVOC oxidation produces extremely 

low-volatility organic vapours with molar formation yields of at least a few percent 

per reacted precursor compound. 
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The formation mechanisms of essentially non-volatile organic vapours in the 

ambient air have puzzled scientists for a while now (Riipinen et al., 2012, Kulmala 

et al., 1998, Donahue et al., 2012). Such extremely low-volatility organic 

compounds (ELVOC) were recently detected by Ehn et al. (2012) when 

investigating the naturally charged ions in both in the laboratory and ambient air. 

However, typical atmospheric oxidation chemistry schemes did not yet explain 

ELVOC produced on a time scale of minutes or even hours (Donahue et al., 2011). 

The amount of different ELVOC and also a little more volatile oxidized organics 

produced from BVOC may be extremely important to both local and global CCN 

budgets. The relative yields of ELVOC from different oxidants will also be 

important knowledge since all these quantities influence not only atmospheric NPF 

and subsequent growth but also the efficiency by which both newly-formed particles 

and sub-CCN sized primary particles produce new CCN.  

The most important processes related to aerosol precursor molecules and clusters 

investigated in this thesis are depicted in figure 1 (marked with orange boxes) and 

the objectives of this research are depicted in here: 

i) Develop a selective and sensitive method for neutral sulphuric acid and 

sulphuric acid containing cluster detection. 

ii) Detect and understand the first steps of neutral acid – base nucleation 

including sulphuric acid and amines and/or ammonia from ambient air 

samples and quantify their concentrations in different environments 

using the developed instrumentation.   

iii) Understand ELVOC formation mechanism from terpene oxidation and 

estimate their contribution in nucleation and growth of nanoparticles, 

SOA formation and cloud condensation nuclei concentrations globally. 
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Figure 1. Formation of atmospheric aerosols and some of their most important 

processes. Size of given molecular clusters or particles are given on the right and it 

grows toward the upper end. When the particles reach CCN or cloud droplet size 

they can affect the optical properties of cloud and help reflect radiation back into 

space. Vapours and clusters are studied in detail in this thesis (boxes marked in 

orange) but all size ranges and atmospheric implications are also discussed.  

 

  

Vapours                0-1 nm 

Clusters  Nucleation and Growth                    1-3 nm 

Particles              Condensation and coagulation         >3 nm 

CCN to Cloud Droplets                          ~100 nm 
- 0.1 mm 
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2. Methods 

2.1 Detecting low-volatility molecules in the atmosphere 

The development of mass spectroscopic methods from popular quadrupole 

instruments to the high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometers has helped 

atmospheric research tremendously. Sulphuric acid has been measured almost 

routinely since the 90s using chemical ionization mass spectrometers (CIMS) with 

very low detection limits (Eisele and Tanner, 1993, Mauldin et al., 1998, Petäjä et 

al., 2009). CIMS technique is also used to measure other atmospherically relevant 

precursor molecules such as ammonia (Nowak et al., 2007), organic acids (Veres et 

al., 2008) and nitric acid (Mauldin et al., 1998). The benefit of utilizing the high 

resolution mass spectrometers is that one can measure the whole selected mass-to-

charge (m/z) range instead of single integer masses continuously after sample 

ionization. The benefits using chemical ionization coupled with mass spectrometers 

are the high collision rates of sample and reagent ions that increase the probability 

of neutral precursor molecules to get charged and detected. Detecting growing 

precursor molecules and clusters in such a way is becoming available in real time 

and with extremely low detection limits (sub-ppt levels). 

The first objective of this thesis was to develop an instrument for neutral NPF 

precursor molecule and cluster detection. Requirements for a good field instrument 

are high sensitivity for the studied compounds and a low limit of detection (LOD). 

The best methods are operated in atmospheric pressure to minimize any sample 

modification prior to detection. Since the ambient air is full of molecules with 

various different origins and thousands of chemical formulas, some selectivity is 

most of the time preferred. All the articles in this thesis make use of the Chemical 

Ionization Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer (CI-

APi-TOF) that is to this day the most suitable and possibly the most sensitive 

instrument for selective atmospheric neutral molecule and cluster detection (Paper 

I).  In the following I present a summary of the used methods and development of 

the chemical ionization technique for ambient and laboratory measurements. 

 

2.2 Chemical Ionization Atmospheric Pressure interface 

Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF) 

In this thesis the goal was to first detect sulphuric acid and its clusters in ambient 

air.  Previous ion measurements already show these compounds existing in small 

quantities in the canopy air of boreal forests. Sulphuric acid has been studied for 

years because it is the most prominent molecule in the air before and during new 

particle formation events, making it the best precursor for this phenomenon. This is 

the reason that guided us to develop a method that would be highly selective toward 
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highly acidic compounds. The method was adopted from previous studies were 

chemical ionization was successively used to detect very low quantities of sulphuric 

acid (Eisele and Tanner 1993). During this thesis a new CI inlet was designed and 

built to fit the APi-TOF. The design was adopted from NCAR CIMS instrument 

because the coaxial sample and sheath flows will minimize sample losses to the 

walls. This is highly desirable since the atmospheric SA and low-volatility vapours 

are extremely low in concentration (<104 – some 107 molecule cm-3). The CI inlet 

schematics are depicted in more detail in figure 2.  

Chemical ionization is often described as a soft ionization method where the sample 

experiences only minimal and mostly chemically natural forces when ionized. The 

sample molecules are not impacted with electrons or fragmented on purpose in 

chemical ionization. Instead the sample is ionized using a proton transfer reaction or 

clustering the sample molecule to the reagent ion (=some type of derivatisation) and 

the loss of information of the whole unbroken compound is thus minimized. 

However, there are some problems related to all measurements using chemical 

ionization that are discussed within the chapters handling the measurements with the 

CI-APi-TOF.  

 

Figure 2. The Chemical Ionization inlet schematic. The arrows show the trajectories 

of the neutral sample air, sheath gas, NO3
- ions (reagent ions) and excess air. 
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Chemical ionization is based on the proton affinities of the analyte and the reagent 

compounds. Acid (A) is by definition a compound that donates a proton and a base 

(B) is compound that accepts the proton. 

AH + B+ → A- + BH 

Proton affinity describes the basicity of a compound in the air, in other words how 

strongly it is bound to a proton. For a highly selective chemical ionization one needs 

to choose a reagent ion close enough to the end or desired group. In this thesis we 

exclusively concentrate on detecting acids in the negative polarity, and thus the 

reagent ion was chosen to be an acid with a little stronger proton affinity than 

sulphuric acid. The perfect candidate to this purpose was nitric acid, which has been 

used in other studies before this thesis (e. g. Eisele and Tanner 1993). When nitric 

acid is ionized and it meets neutral sulphuric acid in the sample air, sulphuric acid 

acts as a proton donator because of its lower proton affinity and nitric acid accepts 

the proton and is this way neutralized in the process. Nitric acid can be ionized using 

several methods and the following chapter will be dedicated to different methods of 

producing the reagent ions, NO3
-, tested during this thesis. 

During the research for this thesis, three different ionization methods for the reagent 

ion production have been studied. The first method utilized was an alpha radiator, 
241Am (Paper I). The hypothesis behind the ionization process is that energetic 

particles hit nitrogen atoms in the air and rip off an electron. This free electron is 

then possibly adopted by oxygen to create O2
-. When O2

- meets the reagent nitric 

acid, the proton will be exchanged between these two to make NO3
-. The notable 

benefit of using a radioactive source is the stability of ion production. A radioactive 

source is also more or less maintenance free for years. Utilizing an alpha radiating 

source is also relatively safe and precise to the ionization of sheath air solely since 

only a small obstacle blocks the radiation completely. The drawback of using this 

source is that the ion production cannot be turned off during e. g. transportation to 

the field site. Transportation brings in more disadvantages and legal issues if the 

source needs to be transported to another country or put on an aircraft.  

The second option tested in this thesis was ionization using a corona discharge 

(partly in Paper II). This method utilizes a high electric voltage applied in the tip of 

a sharp needle where the current flows into air, causing ionization of the air 

molecules nearby. The disadvantages of a corona charger are production of ozone 

and NOx (Rehbein and Cooray 2001). The production of oxidising agents is a 

problem since they can react with the sample air prior ionization.    

The third reagent ion production was done using a soft x-ray source. The CI inlet 

had to be modified drastically to fit the new ionizer but the same time a stable ion 

source was again gained. The x-ray source is easily transportable to any location 

wanted and it is easily turned on and off, shutting down the radiation. The main issue 

with using the soft x-ray is to point the more energetic and permeating γ-radiation 
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only to the ion production region. If directed incorrectly, the sample air itself might 

be ionized as well and this is highly undesirable because it causes uncertainty in the 

measurement.  

After choosing the best and most suitable reagent ion production method, the ions 

need to get in touch with the neutral sample molecules that will be chemically 

ionized. The reagent ions travel in the sheath air that is coaxial with the sample flow 

that travels in the middle. Using a specific electric field the ions are mixed with the 

sample air without causing any unnecessary turbulence.  These two flows interact in 

the drift tube region for ~200 ms and are then sucked into the mass spectrometer 

(see Figure 2). If the electric field is turned off, the reagent ions only mix with the 

sample flow by diffusion and most of them exit the system with the excess flow. The 

collision limited charging efficiency is approximately 0.1 % in this system.  

The CI inlet part is connected to an APi-TOF mass spectrometer that is capable of 

high resolution mass-to-charge separation of the sample ions (Junninen et al., 2010). 

The mass spectrometer is sampling from atmospheric pressure via an interface and 

with a flow rate of ~0.8 litre min-1. The APi-TOF is built by Tofwerk and University 

of Helsinki has contributed to the development. It offers a resolution of ~3000 Th/Th 

in so called “V-mode” and mass accuracy of <20 ppm. The measured mass range 

can be tuned by the user but for atmospheric research and relatively small cluster 

detection a mass range up to 2000 Th is preferred. The TOF-part mass spectrometer 

is kept in high vacuum (10-6 mbar) and the two quadrupoles in front of it are 

separately pumped gently toward the higher vacuum regions. Some cluster may 

evaporate or decompose in high vacuum but it is necessary for the detector to work. 

The applications and results of laboratory and atmospheric samples will be discussed 

after the study sites section.  

2.3 Study sites 

All the papers in this thesis utilize measurements from different environments. Both 

laboratory and ambient observation were made in the papers presented in this thesis. 

Environments vary from flow tube measurements to ultra clean chamber 

experiments and from boreal forest sites to agricultural surroundings and deciduous 

forests. 

 Most of the instrument development was done at the laboratory in University of 

Helsinki, Finland. All measurements reported in Paper I and all ambient 

measurements in Paper II were done at the SMEAR II (Station for Measuring 

Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relations) station in Hyytiälä (61°51’N, 24°17’E), 

southern Finland (Hari and Kulmala 2005). Also Paper III and IV utilize SMEAR 

II station data sets. SMEAR II station has been operational since the mid-90s and it 

offers the most comprehensive research facilities atmosphere-biosphere interactions, 

including a 127 m high mast for flux, meteorological and trace gas measurements. 

For the annual spring campaign, Hyytiälä accommodates hundreds of instruments in 
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the small container village nest to the main station cottage. SMEAR II station is 

located around 60 km from the third biggest city in Finland, Tampere, which is 

located South-West from Hyytiälä. The closest surroundings are rather homogenous 

50-year-old Scots Pine forest in the north and north-east and some small lakes and 

wetlands on the opposite direction. 

Experiments in Paper II were all done in one of the cleanest laboratory facility 

available in CLOUD (Cosmic Leaving Outdoors Droplets) chamber at CERN, 

Switzerland (CLOUD collaboration 2000). The CLOUD chamber itself is a 26.1 m3 

stainless steel reaction chamber and it provides a well-defined and exceptionally 

clean environment for nucleation studies. In the chamber both neutral and ion 

induced processes can be studied.  A pion beam from the CERN proton synchrotron 

can be used for ion production or the chamber can be used with high voltage clearing 

field for fast ion removal, ensuring neutral experimental conditions.  The chamber 

is filled with synthetic air that is produced from cryogenic liquid oxygen and 

nitrogen. During experiments the CLOUD chamber can be controlled with very low 

concentrations of atmospherically relevant reagents such as sulphuric acid, amines, 

ammonia or volatile organic compounds. In Paper II atmospherically relevant 

concentrations of sulphuric acid were kept between 106 and 107 molecule cm-3 while 

dimethyl amine ((CH3)2NH, DMA) was present at mixing ratios between 5 and 40 

pptv. All the experiments were conducted at 278 K and 38% relative humidity. 

 

The majority of the results presented in Paper III were measured at the Jülich Plant 

Atmosphere Chamber facility (JPAC9) in Germany.  The chamber is a 1450 litre 

borosilicate chamber that was kept in constant temperature of 16±1°C and relative 

humidity of 63±3% during the experiments. The JPAC measurements were mainly 

carried out in a continuously stirred tank reactor under steady-state conditions, 

contrary to many other chamber studies. This means that a constant flow of reactants 

and oxidants (including VOCs, ELVOCs and particles) to the chamber until steady-

state is reached. The average residence time was ca. 45 min.  

 

The laboratory experiments in Paper IV and Paper V were all done in Germany in 

Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric research (TROPOS) facilities. Most of the 

observations are measured in a glass flow tube. The IfT-LFT is laminar flow tube, 

505 cm in length and inner diameter of 8 cm (Berndt et al., 2005). The flow tube is 

temperature and relative humidity controlled and various gases such as ozone or 

VOCs can be introduced in the carrier gas flow from the top of the flow tube. Carrier 

gas was produced from clean nitrogen and oxygen (79:21 v:v) but the relative 

amounts of the gases can be changed.  Flow rate is usually kept in constant value of 

30 litre min-1 but reaction times in the tube can be varied from the regular 39.5 s all 

the way down to ~8 s. UV-lights are assembled around the flow tube for enabling 

OH production for the experiments. Instruments were set up to measure the center 

flow from the flow tube outlet. Ambient measurements in Paper IV were done at 

the TROPOS field measurement station in Melpitz (51°54’N, 12°93’E). Melpitz is 
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located approximately 50 km east from Leipzig. The station is surrounded by 

agricultural pasture and it is locate close to a deciduous forest area.  Observation in 

Melpitz can be regarded as representative to Central European regional conditions 

(Spindler et al., 2010). 

 

3. Role of sulphuric acid in new particle formation 

During the recent years it has been first proposed theoretically and later on 

confirmed with ambient observations that atmospheric new particle formation is 

dependent sulphuric acid concentration (Weber et al., 1996, 1997, Kulmala et al. 

2004, 2006, Sipilä et al., 2010). Known sources of gas phase sulphuric acid are 

sulphur dioxide (SO2) emission from anthropogenic combustion processes. Natural 

sources include e.g. volcanic eruption and dimethyl sulphite (DMS) emissions from 

the oceans that oxidise to either methyl sulphonic acid (MSA) or SO2 (). These 

compounds are then oxidized further by the OH radical or, as more recently 

suggested, by stabilised Criegee Intermediates (sCI), into sulphuric acid (Mauldin et 

al. 2012). OH radical is still considered the main oxidant for atmospheric sulphuric 

acid formation. The formation pathway of sulphuric acid in the gas phase from SO2 

can be depicted with the following reactions: 

  SO2 + OH +M → HSO3 + M     (1) 

  HSO3 + O2 → SO3 + HO2     (2) 

  SO3 + 2 H2O + M → H2SO4 + H2O + M   (3) 

OH radical needed for SO2 oxidation is formed in the atmosphere via photolysis of 

ozone by solar radiation (UV-B range of 280-320 nm) and thus sulphuric acid 

concentration very often reaches its maximum during sunny middays.  

Molecular sulphuric acid (bold text in reaction 3) has been measured from ambient 

air for decades. The development of chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) 

by Eisele and Tanner (1993) has led to low detection limit for atmospheric SA 

research. Since the 90s sulphuric acid concentrations have been reported from 

various environments in several publications (e.g. Petäjä et al., 2009, Mauldin et al., 

2004, Hanson and Eisele 2002, Hanson and Lovejoy 2006 and Zhao et al. 2010). 

Since sulphuric acid is produced mainly in the reaction with OH radical, it has a 

strong diurnal pattern and the concentration of neutral gas phase sulphuric acid 

varies significantly between NPF event and non-event days. In Hyytiälä, the 

maximum concentration reaches some 107 molecules cm-3 during event days and 

stays in low levels, <106 molecules cm-3, during the days when no NPF is observed. 

The more important property of the CI method is the low detection limit that allows 

detailed measurements of the first steps of NPF where SA plays a crucial role. 
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Neutral clusters or nanoparticles in 1-3 nm size range can be nowadays detected with 

a new sensitive particle counter called the particle size magnifier (PSM, Vanhanen 

et al., 2011). Yet particle counters, such as PSM, do not provide information on the 

chemical composition of the growing neutral clusters and the CIMS usually only 

provides molecular SA concentration. The chemical information gap between these 

two instruments is now reachable with the use of the CI-APi-TOF. The CI-APi-TOF 

offers the equal or better sensitivity for molecular sulphuric acid measurements and 

the vast measurement range, usually up to 2000 Th is suitable for sulphuric acid 

cluster detection (Paper I and Paper II) as well as larger oxidised organic 

molecules (e .g. Schobesberger et al., 2013). Ambient ion measurement report 

sulphuric acid clustering to sulphuric acid multimers during several NPF events 

(Junninen et al., 2010). Field observations have reported a negligible contribution of 

ion clusters to new particle formation and growth (Iida et al. 2006, Manninen et al. 

2010). Hence neutral nucleation pathway must be the dominating process, indicating 

the existence of corresponding neutral clusters.  

 

The formation rate of stable 1 nm clusters (J1, cm-3 s-1) has been approximated by a 

power law relationship of the sulphuric acid concentration to explain atmospheric 

observations: 

 

𝐽1 = 𝐾[𝐻2𝑆𝑂4]𝑃     (4) 

 

where K and P are empirically determined parameters. Field measurements have 

determined the value for P to be 1≤ P ≤2 (Kulmala et al., 2006, Sihto et al., 2006, 

Riipinen et al., 2007, Kuang et al., 2008). The lower limit of the exponent 

corresponds to the activation model (Kulmala et al., 2006) and the maximum value 

corresponds to kinetic model for particle formation (McMurry and Friedlander 1979, 

McMurry 1980 and 1983). In the activation model only one sulphuric acid is present 

in the activated thermodynamically stable cluster during nucleation and in the kinetic 

model two sulphuric acid molecules are responsible for forming the critical cluster. 

The prefactor, K, has been reported to vary by several orders of magnitude in the 

case of kinetic nucleation model (i.e. P = 2) among different measurement 

environments for the given sulphuric acid concentration (Riipinen et al., 2007, 

Kuang et al., 2008). This large variability in the K-value from location to another 

indicates that nucleation is a multicomponent process that involves sulphuric acid 

with additional species other than just water (Paasonen et al., 2012). Several species 

more or less abundant in the atmosphere have been suggested to form stable clusters 

with SA. The most studied from the atmospheric compounds are strong bases such 

as dimethyl amine (Loukonen et al., 2010, Zhao et al. 2010, Almeida et al., 2013, 

Paper II), other bases such as ammonia (Merikanto et al., 2007, Kirkby et al., 2011, 

Ehn et al., 2010) organic acids (Zhang et al. 2004) and oxidised organic compounds 

(Ehn et al., 2012, Riccobono et al., 2013, Schobesberger et al. 2014, Paper IV and 

V).  
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Figure 3. The detected sulphuric acid containing signals with the CI-APi-TOF in 

the spring 2011 at the Hyytiälä SMEAR II station. Sulphuric acid signals are 

depicted with purple dashed lines. The signals correspond to sulphuric acid 

monomer (a), dimer (b), trimer (c), and tetramer (d). Also interfering signals are 

included in the figures and the sum of peak areas fitted is depicted in blue. Figure 

adopted from Paper I. 

 

3.1 Sulphuric acid containing clusters measurements 
 

The first two papers in this thesis concentrated on the observation of neutral clusters 

containing sulphuric acid in the atmosphere and laboratory experiments. The new 

CI-APi-TOF, which is described in the previous chapters, was used for the first time 

for ambient measurements in the boreal forest region (Paper I). Measurements of 

neutral sulphuric acid clusters were done during the spring time, from March to 

April, when NFP is occurring frequently (Dal Maso et al, 2005, Nieminen et al., 

2014). With the help of high resolution of the TOF and peak fitting according to the 

exact mass of the molecules or clusters, sulphuric acid containing molecules were 

separated from interfering peaks at the same integer masses. During the campaign 

the whole mass range up to 2000 Th was recorded and thus we were able to follow 

both pure SA clusters and possible ammonia and other base signals clustered with 

SA molecules or clusters.  

 

In late March many consecutive days of strong new particle events were observed. 

In Paper I we reported two of these days when sulphuric acid concentration was the 
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highest and the possible SA cluster observation was most likely. Sulphuric acid 

concentration reached a maximum value of 6 x 106 molecules cm-3 during both days. 

In the CI-APi-TOF the most abundant SA signal was the monomer (96.9601 Th) 

followed by cluster signals corresponding to the dimer, trimer and tetramer 

(194.9275 Th, 292.8949 Th, 390.8622 Th), respectively. Since CIMS measurements 

report sulphuric acid cluster measurements in unit mass resolution instead of exact 

mass peak fits, we evaluated the importance of high resolution peak fitting by 

comparing the difference between the results of unit mass resolution and exact mass 

peak fitting. Even with the high selectivity of the CI-APi-TOF instrument, only the 

monomer was detected without other interfering compounds at the same integer 

mass (Figure 3. The interfering compounds were identified to originate from the 

fluorinated tubing material used to carry sheath air and from other atmospheric 

compounds. Paper I concludes that without high resolution data the cluster 

concentrations can be overestimated even with the most selective methods and thus 

high resolution peak fitting is crucial for neutral sulphuric acid containing cluster 

measurements.  

 

In Paper I the instrument did not have an ion precipitator and thus also naturally 

charged ions in the air were able to contribute to the detected SA and cluster signals. 

For this reason we had to confirm that the signals depicted in Figure 3 were neutral 

clusters. The americium source was removed to prevent neutral molecule chemical 

ionization and only ion clusters were measured for a period of two weeks. After 

comparison of these two methods, the only signal that was affected by the chemical 

ionization was the SA monomer. All SA cluster signals did not increase when 

chemical ionization was utilised for neutral cluster detection and thus they were not 

separable from naturally charged ion signals. Next we wanted to quantify the 

concentrations of the measured signals and compared the dataset to the calibrated 

CIMS instrument sulphuric acid concentration. The inter-comparison yielded a 

linear response with an additional factor of 3.78 to the used calibration factor of the 

CIMS (Mauldin et al., 1999). Calibration coefficient (C) of 1.89 x 1010 molecules 

cm-3 was applied when sulphuric acid concentration was calculated according to: 

 

[𝐻2𝑆𝑂4]𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 =  
 𝐻𝑆𝑂4

−+ 𝐻2𝑆𝑂4∙𝑁𝑂3
−

∑ reagent ions
𝑥 𝐶      (5) 

 

This result of no neutral cluster detection in this study is contradictory with previous 

reports by Zhao et al. (2010) and Jiang et al., (2011) who detected neutral sulphuric 

acid clusters up to the tetramer with concentrations ~104 molecules cm-3 during NPF 

events. Possible reason for this discrepancy might be that if the naturally charged 

ion signal observed was converted to concentration (Eq. 5), the concentrations would 

be in the range of a few 104 molecules cm-3. If the neutral cluster concentrations 

were lower, the CI-APi-TOF would not be able to detect them reliably because the 

limit of detection (LOD) in Paper I was determined to be 3.6 x 104 molecules cm-3 

for the monomer and it was applied for all the cluster signals as well. If the sulphuric 
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acid dimers during these NPF days would form close to collision limit, with 

negligible evaporation of the dimers and in the presence of stabilizing compounds 

as suggested in a laboratory experiment by Petäjä et al. (2011), concentration of 

neutral dimers in Hyytiälä should’ve been around 5 x 106 molecules cm3. Since the 

dimer concentration in Hyytiälä was detected to be lower than LOD, we can 

speculate that either the evaporation rate of the dimers was higher than in the 

laboratory system or the presence of stabilising ternary species in Hyytiälä is 

inadequate to promote/allow dimer formation. Other possibility is that other 

abundant low-volatility compounds would rapidly condense on the dimers, changing 

their properties so that the new cluster would not get ionised with the nitrate 

chemical ionization. To conclude the results from Paper I, no neutral sulphuric acid 

clusters over the detection limit of the CI-APi-TOF were detected during the new 

particle formation events in Hyytiälä SMEAR II station in the spring of 2011. 

 

Sulphuric acid cluster formation is further investigated in Paper II.  During the 

CLOUD7 campaign the CI-APi-TOF was operated in an ultraclean environment and 

nucleation studies were performed using one of the suggested SA cluster stabilising 

agent, dimethyl amine (DMA). DMA was used for the experiments because only 

some parts per trillion (ppt) levels can explain the formation rates observed in the 

boundary layer (Petäjä et al., 2011). However, as demonstrated in the previous 

chapters, the composition or concentrations of neutral nucleating clusters have 

remained mostly open questions. The first unambiguous detection of neutral 

clusters, including sulphuric acid and dimethyl amine, during NPF is reported in 

Paper II. The CI-APi-TOF detected SA-DMA clusters containing up to 14 SA and 

16 DMA molecules. The clusters are classified from here on by the number of 

sulphuric acid in the cluster (trimer corresponds to the sum of signal containing three 

SA molecules and so on). The clusters from the SA trimer onward were observed to 

grow step-by-step addition of one SA and one DMA molecule. This same 

mechanism of cluster growth of SA-DMA system has been recently observed in 

charged clusters (Almeida et al., 2013). Figure X depicts the detected nucleated 

clusters when sulphuric acid concentration was set close to the maximum 

concentration observed in e. g. Hyytiälä (3 x 107 molecules cm-3) and 10 ppt of DMA 

was present. 
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Figure 4. SA-DMA clusters detected in the laboratory experiments during CLOUD7 

using the CI-APi-TOF.  

 

As seen from Figure 4, the smallest SA clusters were not detected bound with DMA, 

but the first pure SA-DMA clusters detected by the CI-APi-TOF were detected from 

the SA trimer onward. It is likely that the DMA evaporates or fragmentises upon the 

charging of the smallest neutral clusters (monomer, dimer) as quantum chemical 

calculations support that all sulphuric acid clusters and molecules would be bound 

to DMA in these conditions (Ortega et al., 2012). Evidence of this clustering was 

not yet proven but indication of the SA dimer stabilisation with DMA and NO3
- was 

observed in high dimer concentrations during the experiment (Figure 4). In binary 

system of water and sulphuric acid, the dimer concentration would have been 

approximately six orders of magnitude lower than in the experiments with DMA 

(Hanson and Lovejoy, 2006). Only the stabilising effect of the base used can explain 

the high SA dimer concentration observed (Almeida et al., 2013, Petäjä et al., 2011). 

This observation may also be linked to confirm the results of Paper I, where no 

neutral dimers were observed since cluster stabilising molecules were possibly 

present in extremely low concentrations (or missing). 

 

Temporal behaviour of the formed SA-DMA clusters where studied in close detail 

using two CI-APi-TOF instruments. The formation of sulphuric acid and subsequent 

larger clusters are followed until they reach a steady-state. At steady-state the 

formation of the clusters and their loss rate are equal. The experimental results from 

the two CI-APi-TOF’s were compared to a kinetic model (McMurry et al., 1980) 

that predicts SA-DMA cluster concentration when the sticking efficiency is unity 

and the only free parameter was the production rate of SA monomers. SA monomer 

parameter was set to represent the measured SA monomer concentration. The kinetic 

model describes the experimentally observed SA dimer signal within the 

measurement uncertainty (factor of 1.5). In the model calculation larger clusters 

show systematically increasing concentrations (with systematic increase in 
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measurement error) and thus the formation of the large SA-DMA clusters can be 

explained to occur at or very close to the kinetic limit. In the model calculations, 

selected evaporate rates are considered for the cluster formation, the large cluster 

concentration show compatible slopes with the kinetic-limit curves instead of the 

finite evaporation rate curves. The finite evaporation rate would steepen the slopes 

in the case of increasing evaporation rate. To reproduce such data, the dimer 

evaporation rate would have increase to unphysical values. Also the evaporation of 

all the larger clusters should be consequently smaller than the dimers and thus all 

these clusters must have been stable at least in these laboratory conditions. 

Nonetheless, the data set measured in the ultraclean CLOUD chamber in Paper II 

indicates that the formation of SA-DMA clusters in the system was very close to be 

kinetic controlled and evaporation of these clusters are effectively zero even with 

some discrepancy with the model and experimental results.  

 

However, even when the measurements within Paper II were done carefully 

mimicking the atmospheric conditions the results are not yet confirmed from 

atmospheric observations. The issue here may be in the sub-ppt levels of needed 

stabilising bases such as DMA in the atmosphere (Hanson et al., 2011). The 

measured DMA concentrations rarely exceed 10 ppt with the exception of e.g. cattle 

farms or piggeries. Quantification of DMA concentration in ambient air was done 

very recently by Sipilä et al. (2014) who reported lower than detection limit 

concentrations (< 30 ppq, parts per quadrillion) of DMA in the boreal forest in 

Hyytiälä. The laboratory investigation in Paper II and ambient measurements by 

Chen et al. (2012) both report a threshold value of DMA:SA ratio for the stable 

dimer production. Since the rate of DMA arrival and the SA-DMA cluster 

evaporation rate are compatible and thus the level of stabilising base determines the 

fraction of stable clusters. This threshold in both papers is in the factor of ~100:1 for 

DMA:SA ratio. Thus, the observation of neutral SA dimers in the atmosphere 

remains a challenge in clean environments such as the boreal forest region. 
  

4 Extremely low-volatility organic compounds 

(ELVOC) 

If the SO2 emission leading to the formation of a known NPF precursor, atmospheric 

sulphuric acid, is mostly anthropogenic origin, volatile organic compounds (VOC) 

from vegetation play the most important role in the biogenic route to aerosol 

formation. A large fraction, 20-90%, of the small particulate matter is comprised of 

organic species (Guenther et al., 1995, Griffin et al., 1999, Jimenez et al., 2009, Kroll 

et al., 2008). Forests emit thousands of different biogenic VOC, such as isoprene 

and monoterpenes, and they make up approximately half of all VOC emissions 

globally (~55 %, ~600 Tg C, Guenther et al., 1995) and are equivalent to the global 

emissions of methane (~500-600 Tg CH4, IPCC 2007 and references within). Since 

it is likely that all these individual BVOC chemically evolve over their lifetime in 
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the atmosphere, a detailed understanding of their sources, transformation and fates 

are of crucial importance to modern climate models (Kroll et al., 2011, Paasonen et 

al., 2013).  

The BVOC are removed from the atmosphere by oxidation processes and deposition 

of these reaction products. The OH radical is acknowledged to be the main oxidising 

compound of BVOC but they also react with NO3 radical and olefinic (alkenic) 

BVOC react with ozone further producing OH radicals (Paulson et al., 1997, 

Donahue et al., 1998). Some these species are considered lower volatility reaction 

products since their O:C ratio increases with oxidation process (Donahue et al., 2011 

and 2012, Kroll et al., 2011). Since aerosol samples are constantly detected with a 

high organic fraction, these oxidised organic molecules are possibly condensing 

even on the smallest aerosol particles, perhaps onto sulphuric acid clusters, growing 

them to bigger sizes and are thus contributing to secondary organic aerosol burden 

(Jimenez et al., 2009). Contribution of BVOC to aerosol formation has been studied 

intensively for decades. During the beginning of the 21st century indirect evidence 

of reactive BVOC emission was found and suggested to be a group of terpenes 

(O’Dowd et al., 2002b, Faloona et al., 2001, DiCarlo et al., 2004). The paper by 

Faloona et al. reported unexpected high nocturnal OH radical concentrations after 

late evening NPF event. They also pointed out that nocturnal HO2 and OH radicals 

had dependence on ozone concentration. A few years after these results a significant 

decrease in ozone concentration was observed during similar conditions, indicating 

that the reactive terpene group might be olefinic (alkenic) (Kurpius et al., 2003). 

These results might be due to the Criegee radical, which are formed in monoterpene 

ozonolysis, decomposition (Vereecken et al., 2014).  Ever since these results the 

contribution of monoterpenes to new particle formation and especially to 

nanoparticle growth has been suggested in various publications (e.g. Kulmala et al., 

1998, Hirsikko et al., 2005, Tunved et al., 2006, Laaksonen et al., 2008, Riipinen et 

al., 2012 Kulmala et al., 2013). OH radical has kept its place as the main oxidant 

during the initial steps of NPF but ozonolysis becomes more important when the 

aerosol size exceeds a 5 nm diameter (Hao et al., 2009).  

However, the exact sources, oxidation mechanisms or known chemical compositions 

of condensable low-volatility organic compounds needed to explain the growth rates 

of nanoparticles and the organic aerosol burden observed in various locations were 

not solved until very recently (Ehn et al., 2012, Zhao et al., 2013, Rissanen et al. 

2014, Paper III, Paper IV, Paper V). Highly oxidised multifunctional organic 

compounds were first identified in the naturally charged ion measurements in the 

forest of Hyytiälä first by Ehn et al. (2012) and the compounds were mostly observed 

to be nocturnal, clustered with the nitrate ion (NO3
-) and formed in α-pinene 

ozonolysis. In Paper III we demonstrate the first evidence of a direct pathway to 

from the forest emissions of monoterpenes and more precisely α-pinene to extremely 

low-volatility organic compounds (ELVOC) (formerly referred as highly oxidised 

multifunctional organic compounds). This neutral pathway of terpene oxidation via 
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ozonolysis and OH radical reactions associated to the secondary organic aerosol 

formation and their possible impacts on total number concentration and CCN have 

been investigated in the second part of this thesis (Paper III, Paper IV and Paper 

V).  

4.1. General ELVOC features 

The first major breakthrough was that formerly unidentified neutral gas phase 

compounds were detected in α-pinene ozonolysis and OH radical reactions (Paper 

III). They appeared as nitrate ion clusters and had very high oxygen-to-carbon ratios 

indicating that the compounds must be close to or virtually non-volatile species with 

effective saturation concentration C* <-3.5 µg m-3 (see definition in Donahue et al., 

2012). Other terpenes such as β-pinene, myrcene, limonene and isoprene also 

produced the same type of reaction products from ozonolysis as well as in OH radical 

initiated oxidation (Paper III, Paper V). Major fraction of ELVOC signals detected 

had a chemical composition that corresponded to either C10 (referred hereafter as 

monomers) or C20 hydrocarbons (referred hereafter as dimers). In the case of 

isoprene monomers and dimers consist of C5 and C10 hydrocarbons from OH radical 

initiated oxidation, respectively. Other signals contributed to the mass spectra as 

well but with less intensity. The signature ELVOC spectrum from α-pinene with 

both monomer and dimer features is depicted in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Typical α-pinene ELVOC spectrum measured the means of the CI-APi-

TOF. The light green peak are monomers (C10 compounds) and darker green are 

dimers (C20 compounds) Figure adopted from Paper III. 

Determining the yields of ELVOC is of great importance for climate models that 

have systematically failed to reproduce atmospheric observations of total SOA mass 

because a significant load of low-volatility products have been missing or poorly 

described. One possibility for this discrepancy is not considering the wall losses 

during chamber experiments (Zhang et al., 2014). The molar yields of ELVOC from 

ozonolysis of selected terpenes were quantified to be ~1-7 % per monoterpene 

(Paper III, Paper V) and marginal ELVOC formation yield for isoprene (~0.2 %). 

The monoterpenes with an endocyclic double bond produced more ELVOC 

quantitatively than monoterpenes with exo- or non-cyclic double bonds. We also 
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determined the yield of OH radical initiated ELVOC formation and found out that 

exo- and non-cyclic double bonded monoterpenes yielded relatively higher amounts 

of ELVOC from OH radical initiated oxidation than from ozonolysis. Altogether, 

this thesis describes ELVOC formation from all the studied monoterpenes and 

isoprene and provide better parameterisation for the climate models that usually use 

<5 % mass yield of low-volatility reaction products from BVOC. Also isoprene 

formed some ELVOC and even when the formation yield stayed marginal, it may 

indicate relatively high loads of ELVOC globally and particularly over tropical 

forests where isoprene is the dominant BVOC. 

The mass yield of α-pinene ELVOC was determined to according to the molar 

masses of ELVOC products (14-19 %). Thus a seed aerosol experiment was 

conducted to investigate if ELVOC would condense onto the pre-existing aerosol 

and increase the SOA mass. The results during low aerosol loadings were 

remarkable since ELVOC didn’t just irreversible condense to form SOA but also 

were able to explain the whole mass increase and O:C ratio of the observed SOA. 

At higher aerosol loadings ELVOC were still able to explain a dominant fraction of 

the SOA mass but there was an apparent contribution of semivolatile reaction 

products such as pinic and pinonic acid, also formed in the ozonolysis of α-pinene.  

Irreversible condensation onto surfaces and high mass yield of ELVOC make them 

a fine candidate for the vapours that grow newly formed nanoparticles. In Paper III 

the concentration of particles larger than 3 nm was affected by both sulphuric acid 

and ELVOC concentrations (~[ELVOC]2 x [SA]). This indicates that even when 

sulphuric acid is highly important in initial formation of aerosol particles of a few 

nanometres, a strong contribution of ELVOC is already observed in the formation 

of 3 nm particles. This thesis concludes that ELVOC can help to explain the fast 

growth of new particles observed over forested regions (Kulmala et al., 2013, 

Riipinen et al., 2011). The results also give a possible answer to the missing link 

between the VOC emissions and aerosol formation and growth. The further climate 

relevance and atmospheric implications of ELVOC are further discussed in chapter 

4.3. 

4.2. Formation mechanism of ELVOC 

How these ELVOC are formed in the atmosphere are investigated in details in Paper 

III - V. The investigation of reaction mechanism of ELVOC formation started from 

the ozonolysis experiments with unsaturated α-pinene, which only has one reactive 

endocyclic double bond site for the ozone to attack. Since ozonolysis inevitably 

forms OH radicals, the contribution of the reaction products from OH radical 

oxidation were investigated using OH-scavengers. Ozonolysis products were 

unambiguously identified utilizing “heavy ozone” (isotopic labelled 18O3). This way 

the ozonolysis and OH-oxidation signals could be separated and both ELVOC 

formation yields from ozonolysis and OH-oxidation could be determined. 
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In Paper III the formation mechanism of stable closed shell ELVOC is suggested 

to propagate via peroxy radical (RO2) chemistry and this suggestion is further 

studied in Paper IV. The CI-APi-TOF spectra indicate that uneven mass-to-charge 

ratios (and uneven H-atoms) correspond to highly oxygenated radical species. These 

radical signals response to NO addition, producing a high yield of organic nitrates 

and peroxynitrates as described in the literature from the reaction of RO2 with NOx 

(NO + NO2), thus confirming RO2 radical driven ELVOC formation. The formation 

yields from RO2 + NO  RONO2 and RO2 + NO2  RO2NO2 reaction were 

determined to be 32% and 27% for the most abundant RO2 radicals C10H15O8 and 

C10H15O10 respectively. The process allowing high amounts of oxygen added in the 

RO2 was firstly hypothesized to involve intramolecular H-atom abstraction and 

subsequent O2 addition in the formed alkyl radical site (Paper III, Figure 6). This 

process of autoxidation was not formerly known to proceed fast enough in the 

atmosphere and only in 2013 it was proposed to have relevance in atmospheric 

oxidation processes (Crounse et al., 2013). Crounse et al., (2013) applied laboratory 

and ab-initio calculations with 3-pentanone and concluded that autoxidation did 

indeed increase the oxygen content of this organic compound fast enough to be 

important under atmospheric conditions.  

 

Figure 6. Illustration of RO2 ELVOC formation from autoxidation (a), VOC 

oxidation route to ELVOC (b) and different RO2 reaction pathways for closed shell 

ELVOC formation. Adopted from Paper III.  

Autoxidation of limonene and α-pinene was investigated in flow tube measurements 

described in Paper IV since monoterpenes with an endocyclic double bond appeared 

to produce ELVOC most efficiently. The flow tube allows changing the reaction 

time and this way the temporal behaviour of both RO2 radicals and this way also 

closed shell ELVOC was determined. The relative concentration ratio between the 

detected RO2 radicals reached a constant value only after ~10s. The RO2 radical 

concentration increased throughout the experiment (8.3 – 39.5 s reaction time) 

demonstrating the fast conversion of molecules with increasing oxygen content to 
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another even more oxygenated RO2 molecules. The production of closed shell 

ELVOC, both monomer and dimer species, increased over time as well. The 

monomers appeared immediately after RO2 concentration reached high enough 

concentration level and the same pattern is seen with dimer formation, indicating 

RO2 + RO2 dimer formation pathway. The dimer producing channel is also 

supported by the NO addition experiments when dimer formation is suppressed 

when RO2 radicals react more rapidly with NOx. If the oxygen content of the carrier 

gas was decreased, ELVOC formation was suppressed significantly further 

confirming that atmospheric O2 is connected to ELVOC formation. 

Closed shell monomer formation can be explained when an O and H-atom are lost 

from a highly oxygenated RO2 radical. The reaction can proceed via two possible 

ways i) a unimolecular OH radical loss from the corresponding RO2 or ii) via 

reaction with other RO2 radicals forming an alkoxy radical. With O2 this alkoxy 

radical forms HO2 and a carbonyl compound, corresponding to the detected ELVOC 

monomer products. Unfortunately it is difficult to confirm the exact formation 

mechanism from these two possibilities and other processes such as decomposition 

and isomerization of the alkoxy radical may also occur. However, from Paper III 

and Paper IV in this thesis we may conclude that autoxidation of monoterpenes and 

isoprene is a very important oxidation pathway and confirms the formation of 

ELVOC from terrestrial forest emission and their impact on SOA formation (see 

also Rissanen et al., 2014). This thesis also demonstrates the importance of ozone in 

the atmospheric oxidation system that might have been underestimated before. High 

yields of highly oxygenated and also low-volatility organonitrates and 

peroxynitrates indicates possible high concentrations in the air as well. The future 

measurements focusing in organic nitrates and peroxynitrates should be studied with 

estimations if they could play a role in NPF since at least one indication of high 

organonitrates concentration has been published during NPF (Kulmala et al., 2013). 

4.3.  Atmospheric implications of ELVOC 

Warming climate promotes BVOC emission rates in the future. Increasing CO2 

concentration and changes in vegetation cover will also affect the amount of BVOC 

released in the air. The distribution and characteristics of atmospherically relevant 

oxidants are also expected to change. Since the importance of ELVOC has been 

described in previous chapters, the last part of this thesis handles the atmospheric 

implications and possible future climate effects of ELVOC using a global modelling 

framework (Paper V). In here the different chemical structure and ELVOC yields 

of different types of terpenes associated with cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) 

production with different cloud super saturations (0.2% and 1.0 %) are estimated. 

Also the changes in total aerosol number concentration (CN) are investigated. With 

these parameters we are able to estimate the effect of ELVOC to particle formation 

and growth and the overall SOA effect on CCN production on a global scale. 
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The model used the ELVOC yields determined for isoprene and monoterpenes in 

Paper V and also the classification of monoterpenes to endocyclic or all other 

monoterpenes. ELVOC were assumed to condense according to the pre-existing 

aerosol surface area and the rest, semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC), was 

partitioned according to the aerosol mass distribution. This is the first time that a 

hybrid type global model (kinetic and mass-based mechanism) with experimentally 

determined ELVOC yields has been used to study SOA formation, but it should be 

noted that the model excludes several important parameters (e.g. the model omits 

anthropogenic SOA precursors) and uses anthropogenic aerosol size distribution.  

In the simulations isoprene emissions exceeded the monoterpene emissions by a 

factor of ~5 but monoterpene emissions dominated BVOC in the higher latitudes of 

the northern hemisphere (total annual emissions were 595 Tg a-1). The total SOA 

yield was set to 20 % (15 % from MT and 5 % from isoprene) but the SOA and 

ELVOC forming compounds were varied. With these yields we obtained an annual 

total SOA formation of 37 Tg a-1. The result of this paper is that SOA formation is 

still underestimated with these parameters if compared to aerosol mass spectrometer 

(AMS) observations but is twice as much compared to AeroCom models (Hallquist 

et al., 2009, Spacklen et al., 2011). 

The importance of SOA to CN and CCN concentrations in general was estimated 

comparing the control (“CTRL”) and the no SOA formation (“NOSOA”) 

simulations. SOA formation from both isoprene and monoterpenes increased CN 

and CCN concentration over continental areas up to a few tens of percent (see Figure 

7). There is an indication of decreasing concentrations of total particle and 

CCN(1.0%) number concentrations over marine areas and in the northern mid-

latitudes and southern Australia, Africa and South-America. This effect is probably 

connected to the increase of condensation sink associated with SOA formation. 

Increasing condensation sink leads to the decrease in new particle formation and 

growth rates. However, SOA formation seems to be an essential link to CCN 

formation over continental areas.  

The ELVOC contribution to CN and CCN was also tested. This time we compared 

the control simulation to the case where no ELVOC was formed at all. ELVOC 

enhanced new particle formation and growth and thus also the total number 

concentrations up to a few percent excluding marine areas and Northern Africa 

(Figure 7 lower panel). If the ELVOC producing monoterpenes were handled 

according to their speciation yields, meaning that all experimental yields for 

different monoterpenes were used separately and not treated as α-pinene, the effect 

on aerosol particles concentrations stayed moderate, <10 % in all our simulations. 
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Figure 7. Global model simulation on the effect of SOA and ELVOC to CCN 

concentration using two different supersaturation values, 0.2% and 1.0%.  

Formerly it was generally accepted that known oxidation product of isoprene did not 

contribute to atmospheric SOA since the known oxidation products e.g. 

methacrolein, methyl vinyl ketone and formaldehyde are all volatile (Pandis et al,. 

1991). The annual emissions of isoprene are sufficiently that large that even a very 

small yield of ELVOC could result in substantial SOA production (Carlton et al., 

2009). Since we found a small ELVOC production route from isoprene, the effect to 

SOA formation was also estimated in our simulations. However, only a fraction of 

SOA produced from isoprene is assigned to ELVOC formation and thus it is likely 

that isoprene could supress NPF and growth because the semivolatile oxidation 

products from isoprene are likely to condense and grow existing, already bigger in 

size, aerosol particles. When Isoprene SOA was omitted completely from the 

simulation, the CN and CCN(1.0%) were decreased up to 20 % over continental 

areas because of NPF and subsequent growth was suppressed. However, we found 

that SOA produced from isoprene enhances the growth of pre-existing small 

particles that can be observed in increased in the CCN(0.2%) concentrations in 

several regions.  

 

In our simulations the effects of SOA and especially ELVOC on cloud condensation 

nuclei concentration are most sensitive to the aerosol size distribution, the fraction 

of monoterpenes with endocyclic double bond and also the ratio of monoterpene to 

isoprene emissions. The findings in Paper V demonstrate that both SOA and ELVOC 

formation from biogenic precursors are crucial for the production of CCN in the 

atmosphere. A large fraction of ELVOC is formed in ozonolysis of monoterpenes 

with an endocyclic double bond and they enhance NPF and growth over continental 
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areas. This further increases CCN concentrations especially when the cloud super 

saturation is high. The marginal ELVOC formation from isoprene is indeed 

suppressing new particle formation and growth as hypothesised in previous studies 

(Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2009) but at the same time they assist sub-CCN sized 

particles to grow to CCN. The global scale model still needs a lot of specialised 

information about emission patterns of oxidants and terpenes, also other than 

monoterpenes and isoprene. The oxidation also does not dependent on the reactions 

only but also meteorology that should be included in the future investigations 

(Ervens et al., 2008) to describe SOA formation more accurately. Anthropogenic 

sources of ELVOC are to this day almost completely unknown (Rissanen et al., 

2014) and should be studied and implemented in future models. These modelling 

results, even with lacking some parametrisations, provides significant new 

information related to BVOC emissions leading to a direct importance to the climate 

system via formation of ELVOC, SOA and subsequent CCN.  

 

  

5 Review of papers and the author’s contribution 

 

Paper I is the base of this thesis and all research articles presented used the method 

developed and described in this paper. This paper introduces the new chemical 

ionization inlet coupled with the APi-TOF for neutral cluster and molecule 

detection. It describes the first molecular level detector for neutral highly acidic 

compounds such as sulphuric acid, which is proven to be the main precursor for new 

particle formation events. We performed measurements in Hyytiälä to identify 

sulphuric acid containing clusters in the ambient air. The result did not show any 

indication of neutral sulphuric acid or sulphuric acid – ammonia clusters. In this 

paper I was developing the instrumentation, performed the measurements in 

Hyytiälä, did the data analysis and wrote most of the paper. 

 

Paper II presents the first measured neutral cluster measurements in the laboratory. 

This paper shows dimethyl amine – sulphuric acid nucleation step by step, starting 

from sulphuric acid formation in the gas phase and then clustering of sulphuric acid 

to its multimers. DMA is seen in the clusters with sulphuric acid trimer and bigger 

and the clusters grew by adding one acid and one base all the way to ~2000 amu or 

~2 nm in size. SA_DMA clusters were observed to form close to the kinetic limit 

(within the experimental uncertainty). The evaporation of these clusters was 

suggested to be very small and that the loss process is concentrated in the growth of 

new particles instead of evaporation. In this paper I did the measurements in CERN, 

analysed most of the data and contributed by drafting and commenting the paper. 

 

Paper III describes the discovery of a new extremely low-volatility organic 

compound group (ELVOC) from α-pinene ozonolysis that were first detected in 

naturally charged ions in the boreal forest. These neutral compounds were highly 
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oxygenated and thus their volatilities are extremely low. They are able to condense 

onto even the smallest aerosol particles or molecules forming a large source of 

secondary organic aerosol. These compounds are produced in high molar yield (~7 

%) and can explain the discrepancy between modelled and observed secondary 

organic aerosol burden in the atmosphere. This paper also gives the principle idea of 

their formation mechanism that was studied further in Paper IV. For this paper I 

contributed in the CI-APi-TOF measurements in Hyytiälä SMEAR II station and did 

all the experiments in TROPOS with data analysis. I contributed by commenting the 

paper. 

 

Paper IV continues to study low-volatility organic compounds but concentrates 

more in the details how they are formed. This paper is mostly a laboratory 

experiment where a well-known liquid phase process autoxidation is proven to 

happen fast in the gas phase also. This paper describes the formation of highly 

oxidized RO2 radicals and reaction pathways how they can further form closed shell 

monomers, e. g. most ELVOC described in Paper III. This paper also has a short 

section about ambient measurements of highly oxidized RO2 radicals. I did the 

laboratory experiments and most of the field measurements, processed the data and 

participated in writing this paper. 

 

Paper V reports the molar yields of ELVOC from several different monoterpenes 

from both ozonolysis and OH radical initiated oxidation. This paper describes the 

formation of low volatility products from isoprene, the most emitted VOC from 

vegetation. This information is then used in a modelling framework, from where we 

can detect changes in the CCN numbers globally. Knowledge of the chemical 

structure of terpenes and relevant oxidant levels were observed to play a crucial role 

when SOA formation is assessed in global frameworks. I wrote most of the paper 

except the global model section, did the measurements and analysed the data. 
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6 Conclusions and outlook 
 

Both anthropogenic and biogenic emissions play a vital role in the atmospheric 

system and affect the weather and in the long run also our climate in several variable 

ways. To this PhD thesis, the most important gas-phase molecules floating in the air 

are anthropogenic emissions of sulphur dioxide and biogenic volatile compounds, 

more precisely a few monoterpenes and isoprene. The detection of the reaction 

products from these vapours, sulphuric acid and extremely low-volatility organic 

compounds will act as the core of this thesis (objective i). It may seem that only a 

tiny fraction of the possible compounds and their reactions were considered when 

the precursor molecules and clusters for atmospheric new particle formation were 

studied, but as described in this introductory review, you only need tiny molecules 

(Paper I-IV) to initiate big, even global, changes (Paper V). For example, the 

secondary new particle formation events create up to half of the aerosol particles 

over continental Europe. The focus of this thesis is in the understanding of the initial 

steps of particle formation and their subsequent growth, connected to the presence 

of low-volatility compounds in the ambient air (objectives ii and iii). Better 

understanding of the formation, reactions and also deposition processes will help 

with to estimate the atmospherically relevant processes that in future may affect the 

climate.  

 

The role of sulphuric acid and its multimer clusters to new particle formation is 

investigated in Paper I further with strong base molecules in Paper II. The first 

objective (i) was to develop a sensitive and selective method for the acidic cluster 

measurements. This was done highly successfully as demonstrated with the lowest 

limit of detection (3.6 x 104 molecules cm-3 using the developed CI-APi-TOF) yet 

reported for chemical ionization method used with mass spectrometer and 

applicability to cluster measurements was also established (Paper I-II). High 

sensitivity from acidic monomer species to large molecular acid-base clusters was 

obtained during extensive laboratory studies as well as in field measurements (Paper 

I-II). The laboratory experiments utilizing ultra clean chamber at CERN gained 

tremendous amount of information on neutral SA-DMA cluster formation that had 

never observed in molecular level before reported in Paper II (objective ii). The 

formation of the SA-DMA clusters from the dimer onward was suggested to be 

kinetically limited or very close to that rate (when DMA:SA was ≥35 (Paper II figure 

2)). Also the hypothesis that sulphuric acid cluster formation needs a stabilizing 

component to form stable clusters and to grow in the existing laboratory conditions 

was concluded to be valid. Unfortunately, neutral sulphuric acid clustered with 

strong bases have not been detected during regular spring time new particle 

formation events in the boreal forest region in Finland. Even when the hunt for 

neutral sulphuric acid clusters and the corresponding stabilizing agents from ambient 

air with the development of even better instrumentation will continue in the future, 
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today the role of molecular sulphuric acid in initiating new particle formation can be 

considered solid and widely acknowledged by the research community.  

 

Since the development of new techniques to detect newly formed molecules or 

clusters from sulphuric acid only explains about <10 % the growth rates of new 

particles in Hyytiälä Finland (Paasonen et al., 2010), something else in the air must 

be able to further react or condense on these precursors. The introduction of new 

group of extremely low-volatility compounds in this thesis takes a big leap toward a 

better understanding of new particle formation and the following particle growth at 

least in the forested continental areas (Paper III). These condensable vapours are 

formed in monoterpene and isoprene oxidation processes, and this thesis describes 

how secondary organic aerosol formation is dependent on these irreversibly 

condensing vapours under certain conditions.  

 

Objective iii) is fulfilled with comprehensive studies describing the formation, 

reactions and fate of these extremely low-volatility vapours in the atmosphere. The 

gas-phase oxidation pathway is initiated by the ozone or OH radical reaction. In the 

reaction, RO2 radicals and closed shell monomer molecules with C10 carbon chains 

are rapidly formed (in seconds) in further autoxidation by atmospheric O2 molecules 

(Paper IV). Bigger C20 molecules and other signal were also detected that may even 

act as nano-CN if estimated by their probable size (~1-3 nm). The yields from these 

reactions varies between marginal <<1 % for isoprene and significant values of 3-7 

% for monoterpenes with endocyclic double bonds and the yield is dependent on 

which oxidant initiated the reaction. This thesis underlines the importance of high 

formation yields of extremely low-volatility compounds from ozonolysis, leaving 

the role of OH radical reactions of less importance in this particulate matter. The 

future investigations will focus on gaining more knowledge of the formation 

mechanism of ELVOC, determining their functional groups and exact chemical 

compositions and detection of ELVOC in the often collected particulate matter 

samples. Another focus is to investigate ELVOC formation from semivolatile 

compounds and anthropogenic VOC’s. Reaction products of highly oxidised RO2 

radicals with other atmospheric compounds e.g. RO2 radicals, HO2 and NOx forming 

e.g. organic nitrates should be further investigated and their role in aerosol formation 

should be estimated. 

 

Implementing these new results from Paper III-V in to a global model and using 

both kinetic and mass-based secondary organic aerosol formation mechanism lead 

us in conclusion that biogenic ELVOC in particular and SOA in general are both 

crucial for the observed rapid new particle formation and growth to cloud 

condensation nuclei sizes. Isoprene derived SVOC tends to suppress new particle 

formation but also grow larger pre-existing particles bigger in size and this way 

promoting CCN formation. These very special observations presented in this thesis 

are made possible by the instrumentation developed in Paper I and for the first time 

we can bridge the gap that links both anthropogenic SO2 and biogenic emissions to 
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aerosol formation influencing the climate system (Paper V). Since this thesis gives 

only the opening to sulphuric acid cluster detection and especially to ELVOC 

research a lot of open questions remain to be answered. For example the contribution 

and detection of low- or semi volatile organic compounds are not assessed in the 

scope of this thesis and should be studied in detailed manner. This thesis also focuses 

on monoterpenes and isoprene, which together make up around 55 % of BVOC 

emission, but ignores the impact of all other possibly thousands of BVOC 

compounds emitted by the terrestrial vegetation. For example highly reactive 

sesquiterpenes might be responsible for ELVOC formation in similar autoxidation 

reactions. 

 

The world and its atmosphere are facing constant changes concerning e.g. 

population, land use, extreme weather conditions and warming atmosphere (IPCC 

2013). Regulations to cut the anthropogenic emissions because of vast damages done 

to old buildings and boreal forests by the acidic rain falls in the 80s are decreasing 

the SO2 levels in the atmosphere in the Western World. Therefore also the number 

new particle formation days observed to be decreasing in Northern Finland (Kyrö et 

al., 2014). The emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds controlled e.g. by 

the type of vegetation, seasonal cycles, temperature, radiation and precipitation 

(Constable et al., 1999, Peñuelas and Staudt, 2010, Paasonen et al, 2013) are also 

bound to adapt to the changes. Negative feedback mechanism between the 

continental biosphere, aerosols and climate has been suggested (Kulmala et al., 

2004, 2014; Paasonen et al., 2013) but the effect of aerosols and its precursors 

remain the most uncertain and poorly described part in the approximation of the 

radiating forcing of the Earth (IPCC reports). It will be a huge challenge to estimate 

how the changes in emissions will affect new particle formation and CCN and thus 

the future cloud properties and cover that absorbs infrared radiation heating up the 

atmosphere and scatters incoming radiation back to space cooling down the planet. 

Even when only a fraction of the processes influencing the feedback mechanisms 

related to the biosphere-atmosphere interactions are covered in this thesis, it 

provides a comprehensive study of both organic and inorganic low-volatility 

precursor molecules and clusters in the atmosphere. The subject has been 

investigated all the way from their origin, formation mechanisms and measurement 

techniques to their possible effects on cloud condensation nuclei concentrations that 

can be further utilized in global models predicting weather now and climate in the 

future.  
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